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Consumer Research

1995-06-09

once again morris b holbrook has combined insightful commentary on the field of consumer behavior with a readable and enjoyable writing style a must read for anyone interested in the latest
thinking in the field ron hill professor and chair of marketing villanova university a delightfully idiosyncratic history of consumer research what enthralled readers will get from his stylish
exposition is a socio psychocultural description of the consumer through the ages along with a description of attempts to understand the consumer scholarly yet readable holbrook s history is a
classic study of consumerism too editor s choice business today in recent years consumer research has emerged as an academic specialty of growing concern to marketing scholars and of increased
importance on today s university campuses courses on consumer behavior taught in virtually every academic program of business or management draw heavily on work by consumer
researchers despite this wide and growing recognition as an emergent area of study no book appears to exist on the history nature and types of consumer research or on the variegated and often
hotly debated issues that surround this field of inquiry consumer research fills this gap by providing an account of the recent historical developments in consumer research and by showing how
the evolution of this discipline has affected the research the author offers a personal and subjective glance at how various changes in the field have come about and how they have shaped studies
of consumption marketing scholars graduate students and upper level undergraduates concentrating in marketing will find consumer research irresistible reading

Consumption and Consumer Society

2021-11-15

this collection of high quality largely previously published essays analyses a range of controversies in the field of the sociology of culture and consumption campbell made a major contribution to
the development of this field and he has a clear and coherent theoretical position which he employs to comment on interesting disputes among scholars seeking to understand consumer culture
containing a brand new expansive essay reflecting on consumption in the age of a pandemic and drawing out some of the conceptual and practical implications of the relationship between wants
and needs science and norms this synthesis will be an invaluable resource for students and researchers of consumption consumer and cultural sociology

Essays on Consumer Purchase Decisions and Health and Nutrition Information on Functional Foods

2005

abstract functional foods have received increasing attention from consumers and food producers and manufacturers over the past years yet few studies have examined economic and marketing
issues that are related to foods with additional health benefits beyond basic nutrients this dissertation consists of three papers that employ different techniques to understand consumer behavior in
this domain the first essay applies a choice experiment to examine consumer valuation of various attributes of functional foods using a statewide mail survey results indicate that consumers place
positive value on health benefits and ingredient naturalness moreover they are willing to pay higher prices for products having these attributes the data also reveal that taste preferences tend to
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vary across consumers individual characteristics that tend to affect preferences include age education and income level past purchase behavior for functional foods organic foods and natural foods
also has significant influence on preferences the second essay uses the elaboration likelihood model as a theoretical framework to understand the role of health claims in consumer assessment of
products previous research and theory related to the role of health claims in persuasive messages has portrayed health claims as having little effect on consumers attitudes the present research
however suggests this conclusion may be premature a new conceptualization of the role of health claims in persuasion is proposed practical significance of the laboratory studies is discussed in light
of recent changes in product design as well as changes in fda rules regarding label claims the third essay focuses on the food and drug administration fda s recently amended policy on food
labeling this policy allows different qualified levels of health claims on product labels based on the strength of scientific evidence supporting the claims this essay examines whether consumers
understand and can differentiate between these qualified health claims results show that people do not perceive significant differences between the different levels of qualified claims an
additional experiment suggests that a visual aid may be an important device to help consumers understand the scientific basis supporting a claim

Essays on the Econometrics of Consumer Behaviour

2019

we live in a society that defines us by what we consume and how every day we make purchasing decisions that express our sense of belonging our commitments to the environment and our
systems of belief we often choose to buy things not necessarily because we need them but because we believe that these things will help us express who we are in our own eyes and in the eyes
of others whether we like it or not consumerism is the prevalent ideology of our time led by gjoko muratovski who has long been influential at the intersection of design and business consumer
culture is the ideal starting point for an investigation into the social construction of the global economy

Consumer Culture

2016

marketing is among the most powerful cultural forces at work in the contemporary world affecting not merely consumer behaviour but almost every aspect of human behaviour while the
potential for marketing both to promote and threaten societal well being has been a perennial focus of inquiry the current global intellectual and political climate has lent this topic extra gravitas
through original research and scholarship from the influential mendoza school of business this book looks at marketing s ramifications far beyond simple economic exchange it addresses four major
topic areas societal aspects of marketing and consumption the social and ethical thought sustainability and public policy issues in order to explore the wider relationship of marketing within the
ethical and moral economy and its implications for the common good by bringing together the wide ranging and interdisciplinary contributions it provides a uniquely comprehensive and
challenging exploration of some of the most pressing themes for business and society today
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Marketing and the Common Good

2013-07-24

information is crucial to make good decisions but obtaining and providing information often comes at a cost consumers and firms both need to balance these costs and benefits of obtaining and
providing information in order to make the best decisions the research in this thesis investigates several questions that pertain to the acquisition and provision of information in the first part of this
thesis it is assumed that consumers are not fully informed about the prices or availability of a product they want to buy consumers can search for information but this comes at a cost at the same
time shops can influence these costs in the first two studies in this part shops have the possibility to advertise an advertisement provides information to consumers and reduces the search costs we
investigate among other things the pricing behavior of shops and the relation between search and advertising the third study in this part of the thesis considers the location choice of shops locating
together in a shopping mall reduces the search costs of consumers this increases the competition between shops and lowers the prices but we show that at the same time the sales volume
increases the total effect of locating together on profits is generally positive the second part of this thesis considers director ties also named interlocks a director who has several directorships in
different firms can serve as an information bridge between the different firms at the same time interlocking directors are busy and form a homogenous group data from the netherlands show that
in the netherlands the positive information providing effect of interlocks is outweighed by a negative busyness and homogenous group effect

Twelve Essays on Consumer Law and Policy

1996

an examination based on george ritzer s book the mcdonaldization of society focusing on consumption

Essays on Consumer Search and Interlocking Directorates

2001

contains essays on consumer demand and econometrics written in honour of professor henri theil the essays report the results of current pioneering research work and cover a variety of topics
including inequality tests mixing forecasts and dynamic panel data models

McDonaldization Revisited

1998-01-30
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edited by angus deaton winner of the 2015 nobel memorial prize in economic sciences this volume features early work on the theory and measurement of consumer behaviour featuring
contributions from leading economists such as anthony atkinson nicholas stern john muellbauer and deaton himself the book offers papers on a wide range of topics topics covered range from
theory to econometrics from engel curves to labour supply and fertility and from consumer demand in england to consumer behaviour in the ussr these papers were written and collected for this
volume to honour sir richard stone on the occasion of his retirement from his chair at the university of cambridge

Contributions to Consumer Demand and Econometrics

1992-06-18

this dissertation studies the organization of consumer credit markets using a rich and novel dataset from a large subprime auto lender its primary goal is to develop empirical methods for
analyzing markets with asymmetric information and to use these methods to better understand the behavior of subprime borrowers and lenders the first chapter quantifies the importance of
adverse selection and moral hazard in the subprime auto loan market and shows how different loan contract terms serve to mitigate these distinct information problems the second chapter
examines the impact of centralized credit scoring on lending outcomes including the distribution of performance across dealerships within the firm the third chapter studies borrower repayment
behavior and quantifies the impact of ex post moral hazard on interest rates and the costs of default collectively the three chapters provide a better understanding of the functioning of markets for
subprime credit in the u s they also provide unique empirical evidence on the importance of asymmetric information and the value of screening monitoring and contract design in consumer
credit markets in general

Essays on Consumer Choices Relevant to Climate Change

2013

in this consumer culture studies anthology 23 reprinted essays 1934 98 consider both the empowering and disempowering elements of consumerism in her introduction scanlon women s studies
plattsburgh state u of new york views consumer culture as a collaborative process not simply a matter of perpetrators and victims the themes the essays address are stretching the boundaries of
the domestic sphere you are what you buy the message makers and sexuality pleasure and resistance in consumer culture the book features bandw illustrations promoting the cults of domesticity
and identity through proper consumption it lacks an index c book news inc

Consumer Resistance as Struggle Over Subjectivity

2010

abstract three essays comprise this dissertation the first essay uses panel data to show that labor income risk alone cannot explain limited stock market participation however transaction costs and
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household demographics considered jointly can determine both the discrete choice of whether to hold stock and the amount held conditional on whether the household is already investing in the
stock market transaction costs are proxied by state level number of brokers per capita the second essay builds on the first essay i measure two different covariance terms one is between self
evaluated house value and uninsurable labor income risk the other is between housing investment return and stock return the results show that homeownership has a diversification effect on
stock holdings this effect occurs because adding a house to the household portfolio can significantly decrease the overall risk of the portfolio the last essay empirically shows that unemployment is
significant in determining both consumer bankruptcy filings and delinquency even after controlling for household demographics furthermore i show that unemployment and the debt wealth
ratio also affect the choice of whether to file for bankruptcy under chapter 7 or chapter 13 after controlling for demographics the paper then points out some of the implications the empirical
results have for policy makers and banking regulators

Essays in the Theory and Measurement of Consumer Behaviour: In Honour of Sir Richard Stone

2008-07-10

professor dreze is a highly respected mathematical economist and econometrician this book brings together some of his major contributions to the economic theory of decision making under
uncertainty and also several essays these include an important essay on decision theory under moral hazard and state dependent preferences that significantly extends modern theory and which
provides rigorous foundations for subsequent chapters topics covered within the theory include decision theory market allocation and prices consumer decisions theory of the firm labour contracts
and public decisions

The Culture of Consumption

1983

volume 2 of james tobin s essays in economics brings together twenty papers published between 1940 and 1972 these cover macroeconomics particularly the theory of the relationship between
unemployment and inflation and the dilemma their connection poses for policy consumption function which is also related to macroeconomic theory and to the theory of individual behavior
consumer theory and statistical method applied to the problem of rationing and the development and application of econometric methods suitable for the empirical analysis of consumer behavior
james tobin received the nobel prize in 1981 and is sterling professor of economics at yale essays in economics volume 1 macroeconomics and volume 3 theory and policy are both available from
the mit press

Essays in Consumer Preferences and Asset Pricing

2007
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the united states is the quintessential consumer society this collection of essays brings together a new set of american and european voices from across the disciplinary spectrum of the humanities
and social sciences to explore in innovative and challenging ways the â oeconsuming visionsâ that have informed american political social and cultural life in the twentieth century ranging in
subject matter from the anti chain store movement that swept across small town america in the 1920s and 1930s to the â oeblingâ aesthetic in contemporary african american film these essays
explore how questions of consumption have been imagined understood and contested while the collection coheres around the contributorsâ tm common concern with how consumption has beenâ
and isâ political its distinctiveness lies in the broad sweep of its disciplinary range furthermore consuming visions illuminates a wide range of methodological and theoretical approaches to the
politics of consumption with contributions from legal social and political historians and scholars from media and communications studies providing fresh perspectives on one the most dynamic sub
fields in american studies consuming visions will appeal to students and academics with an interest in consumerism and consumption in the twentieth century united states

Three Essays on Consumer Behavior and Asset Prices

1991

the six essays in this collection focus on exploring the macro dimensions of consumption and marketing it attempts to foster dialogue between marketing researchers and social sciences the essays
are mainly by marketing scholars and the commentaries on the essays are by social scientists

Essays on Consumer Credit Markets

2009

abstract this dissertation consists of three essays on the role of identity centrality in the formation of consumer self brand connections it contributes to a better understanding of how consumers
negotiate multiple identities in the marketplace when making brand choices this is significant as much of the research on the self concept and consumer behavior has focused on isolated self
dimensions or have examined single consumer identities in isolation theoretically grounded in identity process theory breakwell 1986 which suggests individuals construct their identity through
multiple identity motives influencing identity centrality enactment and affect this dissertation addresses these gaps by answering two specific questions 1 what are the various identity motives
that influence a consumer s individual and group identity centrality leading to enhanced self brand connections 2 how does identity centrality influence reference group brand associations in the
formation of self brand connections in essay 1 a framework for conceptualizing the influence of multiple identity motives on self brand connections is proposed driven by findings from consumer
in depth interviews the framework suggests identity centrality mediates the relationship between the satisfaction of multiple identity motives on self brand connections and moderates self brand
connections when reference group brand associations are considered fourteen propositions are presented and are empirically tested in essays 2 and 3 in essay 2 identity motives from identity
process theory along with others identified in essay 1 are empirically validated using both hierarchical linear modeling and hierarchical multiple regression the findings support the influence of
two identity motives informing identity centrality namely recognition and continuity this is significant as prior research in consumer behavior has largely focused on the self esteem and self
consistency motives grub and grathwohl 1967 sirgy 1982 essay 3 investigates the moderating effect of identity centrality on the formation of self brand connections as reference group brand
associations are considered it is found that the when the ingroup identity is highly central stronger self brand connections result on the contrary when the ingroup identity is low in centrality
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self brand connections are mitigated the differential effects of self brand connections due to identity centrality provide insight into intra group differences when the brand is consistent with the
ingroup image the results support a general importance of the role of identity centrality at both the individual and group levels providing a catalyst for future studies examining the role of the
self concept in consumer behavior

Essays in the Theory and Measurement of Consumer Behaviour

1981

these essays show that industrialisation and fast economic growth have changed not only the broad material environment but have also had a very important impact on basic food consumption the
introductory chapter takes a theoretical view and tries to establish the interrelationship between economic forces and social habits the other contributors analyse how the experience of europe
japan and north america fit this general explanation and they demonstrate how cultural and regional differences have shaped the development of consumer behaviour and patterns of
consumption over the last two centuries

The Gender and Consumer Culture Reader

2000-08

this dissertation addresses the role of feelings and meta cognitive experiences in consumer judgment and preference formation the first essay when good pictures make for good products
consumer misattribution effects in virtual product presentation environments investigates a consumer misattribution process in virtual product presentation environments where consumers
evaluate products displayed on their own digital images three experiments show that consumers evaluate a product more positively the more they like the image on which it is displayed
indicating that they misread their affective response to the background image as their response to the focal product

Three Essays on Interdependence in Consumer Choice

1974

this book is a collection of cutting edge essays by leading exponents of postmodern consumer research from europe and america topics covered include marketing in cyberspace and semiotics in
marketing and consumer research
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Essays on Consumer Portfolio and Credit Risk

2004

editor heidi watkins has compiled several essays that will help your readers understand what consumer culture is and the role that they play in it the essays present diversity of opinion on this
topic including both conservative and liberal points of view in an even balance readers will hear from madeline levine on how consumer culture harms children and teens while howard bloom
argues that it benefits society jean kilbourne reports that advertising is to blame for overconsumption while john naish argues that human instinct it to blame for it closing essays help readers
understand what they should know and do about consumer culture

Putting Consumers First

2018

this book explores the way political economy understands human motivation in it the author argues that the assumptions typically made by economists regarding want and choice cannot
adequately lay a foundation for answering important questions about the design of economic institutions and the appropriate use of markets this volume offers an exciting and unusual contribution
to political economy offering a novel integration of the insights of political economy philosophy and psychology applying them to vital foundational issues in political economy

Essays on the Economics of Consumer Switching Costs

1992

it s a new world online where consumers can publish their writing and gain a public presence even a mass audience this book links together blogging writing reviews for yelp and creating
pinboards for pinterest all of which provide ordinary people the opportunity to display their tastes to strangers edward mcquarrie expertly analyzes how the operation of taste in consumption has
been changed by the internet and offers a fresh perspective on why websites like yelp and pinterest have become so successful

Essays on the Economics of Food Safety

2007

volume 2 of james tobin s essays in economics brings together twenty papers published between 1940 and 1972 these cover macroeconomics particularly the theory of the relationship between
unemployment and inflation and the dilemma their connection poses for policy consumption function which is also related to macroeconomic theory and to the theory of individual behavior
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consumer theory and statistical method applied to the problem of rationing and the development and application of econometric methods suitable for the empirical analysis of consumer behavior
james tobin received the nobel prize in 1981 and is sterling professor of economics at yale essays in economics volume 1 macroeconomics and volume 3 theory and policy are both available from
the mit press

Contributions to Consumer Demand and Econometrics

1992-01-01

Essays on Economic Decisions Under Uncertainty

1990-05-25

Essays on the Impacts of Consumer Switching Costs on E-commerce Business Models and Services

2003

Essays in Economics

1987-07

Consuming Visions

2007
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Consumption & Marketing

1996

Essays on Empirical Modeling of the Price-influenced Consumer Decision Making Processes

2008

Essays on Multiple Identities and Motivated Consumption

2007

Consumer Behaviour and Economic Growth in the Modern Economy (RLE Consumer Behaviour)

2014-11-25

Advancing Your Citizenship

1980

The Malleability of Consumer Judgment and Preference

2006
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Consumer Research

1997

Consumer Culture

2011-02-15

Subjectivity in Political Economy

2005-06-23

The New Consumer Online

2015-12-18

Essays in Economics

1987
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